Abstract. This paper provides a brief description of a constraint-based solver that was applied by the author to the problem instances in all three tracks of the International Timetabling Competition 2007
Introduction
The primary objective in the construction of the search algorithm for this timetabling competition was to demonstrate the feasibility of using a single solution framework on a variety of important timetabling problems. The Constraint Solver Library [3] that was employed contains a constraint-based framework incorporating a series of algorithms based on local search techniques that operate over feasible, though not necessarily complete, solutions. In these solutions some variables may be left unassigned. All hard constraints on assigned variables must be satisfied however. The library is written in Java and is publicly available under GNU's LGPL licence. It has also been successfully applied to several large scale practical timetabling problems, including the course timetabling system that is used for at Purdue University [7, 8] , see http://www.unitime.org for more details. Currently, algorithms for student sectioning [6] and examination timetabling are being developed using this library. The same algorithm was used for all three tracks of the International Timetabling Competition, with only minimal changes to reflect different problem formulations (e.g., problem model, neighborhoods, and solver parameters).
The remaining sections of this paper briefly describe the competition problems, the search algorithm, the neighborhoods employed for the problem in each track, the results obtained for the early and late problem instances, final placement of the solver in the competition, and a few concluding remarks.
Competition
The second International Timetabling Competition consisted of three tracks, each representing a different problem in educational timetabling, namely, examination timetabling, post enrollment based course timetabling, and curriculum based course timetabling. This section provides a brief description of these problems.
Track 1: Examination Timetabling
The examination timetabling problem model presented in this track is an extension of the commonly used model. The fundamental problem involves timetabling exams into a set of periods within a defined examination session while satisfying a number of hard constraints. Like other areas of timetabling, a feasible solution is one in which all hard constraints are satisfied. The quality of the solution is measured in terms of soft constraint satisfaction.
The problem consists of the following:
-A list of periods covering a specified length of time. The number and lengths of periods are provided. -A set of exams that are to be scheduled into these periods.
-For each exam, a set of enrolled students is provided. Each student is enrolled into a number of exams. -A set of rooms with individual capacities.
-A set of additional period (e.g., exam A after exam B) and room (e.g., exam
A must use room R) hard constraints. -Soft constraints which contribute to a penalty if they are violated (including details on weightings of these constraints).
A feasible timetable is one in which all examinations have a period and a room assigned and the following hard constraints are satisfied:
-No student sits for more than one examination at a time.
-The capacity of individual rooms is not exceeded at any time during the examination session. Note that, unlike course timetabling, exams are explicitly allowed to share rooms. -Period lengths are not violated.
-Additional hard constraints must be satisfied.
The problem includes the following soft constraints:
-Two Exams in a Row The number of occurrences when students have to sit for two exams in a row on the same day. -Two Exams in a Day The number of occurrences when students have to sit for two exams on the same day. -Period spread The number of occurrences when students have to sit for more than one exam during a time interval specified by the institution. This is often used in an attempt to be as fair as possible to all students taking exams. -Mixed Durations The number of occurrences of exams timetabled into rooms along with exams with a different duration. -Larger Exams Constraints The number of large exams appearing in the later portion of the timetable. Definition of large and later portion is a part of the description of a particular instance. -Room Penalty: The number of times a room is used which has an associated penalty. This is multiplied by the actual penalty as different rooms may have different associated weightings.
-Period Penalty: The number of times a period is used which has an associated penalty. This is multiplied by the actual penalty as different periods may have different associated weightings.
Track 2: Post Enrollment based Course Timetabling
The timetabling problem in this track is intended to simulate the real-world situation where students are given a choice of lectures that they wish to attend, and the timetable is then constructed according to these choices (i.e., the timetable is to be constructed after students have selected the lectures they wish to attend). This model is based on the model used in the first international timetabling competition http://www.idsia.ch/Files/ttcomp2002, which was run in 2003 in conjunction with PATAT and the Metaheuristics Network. The problem consists of the following:
-A set of events that are to be scheduled into 45 time slots (5 days of 9 hours each). -A set of rooms, each of which has a specific seating capacity, in which the events take place. -A set of room features that are satisfied by rooms and which are required by events. -A set of students who attend various different combinations of events.
-A set of available time slots for each of the events (i.e. not all events can be placed in all time slots). -A set of precedence requirements that state that certain events should occur before certain others.
The aim is to try and insert each of the given events into the timetable (that is, assign each event to one of the rooms and one of the 45 time slots) while obeying the following hard constraints:
-No student should be required to attend more than one event at the same time. -In each case, the room should be big enough for all of the attending students and should satisfy all of the features required by the event. -Only one event is put into each room in any time slot.
-Events should only be assigned to time slots that are pre-defined as available for those events. -Where specified, events should be scheduled to occur in the correct order during the week.
Note that the first three hard constraints above are exactly the same as the hard constraints used in the first competition. The last two constraints, however, are new additions to the model. In addition to the five hard constraints that are given above, the following soft constraints are included in the problem:
-Last Time Slots of a Day Students should not be scheduled to attend an event in the last time slot of a day (that is, time slots 9, 18, 27, 36, or 45). -More than Two in a Row Students should not have to attend three (or more) events in consecutive time slots occurring in the same day. -One Class on a Day Students should not be required to attend only one event in a particular day.
Note that these three soft constraints are the same as those used in the first competition. The overall solution penalty is the sum of occurrences of a student in the soft constraints that are violated.
In this track, it is allowable to produce an incomplete solution (some events may be left unassigned), however, all hard constraints on the assigned events must be satisfied. Unplaced events are used to calculate a Distance to Feasibility measure. This is calculated by identifying the number of students that are required to attend each of the unplaced events and then simply adding these values together.
Track 3: Curriculum based Course Timetabling
The Curriculum-based timetabling problem consists of the weekly scheduling of lectures for several university courses within a given number of rooms and time periods. Conflicts between courses are determined according to the curricula published by the University and not on the basis of enrolment data.
The problem consists of the following entities:
-Days, Timeslots, and Periods. A number of teaching days in the week are given (typically 5 or 6). Each day is split into a fixed number of timeslots, which is equal for all days. A period is a pair composed of a day and a timeslot. The total number of scheduling periods is the product of the number of days times the number of daily timeslots. -Courses and Teachers. Each course consists of a fixed number of lectures to be scheduled in distinct periods, is attended by a given number of students, and is taught by a teacher. For each course there is a minimum number of days over which the lectures of the course should be spread, moreover, there are some periods during which the course cannot be scheduled. -Rooms. Each room has a capacity, expressed as the number of available seats. All rooms are equally suitable for all courses (if large enough). -Curricula. A curriculum is a group of courses such that any pair of courses in the group has students in common. Conflicts between courses, and other soft constraints, are based on curricula.
The solution of the problem is an assignment of a period (day and timeslot) and a room to all lectures of each course. The following hard constraints must be satisfied:
-All lectures of a course must be scheduled, and they must be assigned to distinct periods.
-Two lectures cannot take place in the same room in the same period.
-Lectures of courses in the same curriculum, or taught by the same teacher, must be scheduled in different periods.
-If the teacher of the course is not available to teach that course in a given period, then no lectures of the course can be scheduled in that period.
-Room Capacity For each lecture, the number of students that attend the course must be less than or equal to the number of seats in all the rooms that host its lectures. Each student above the capacity counts as 1 point of penalty. -Minimum Working Days The lectures of each course must be spread into the given minimum number of days. Each day below the minimum counts as 5 points of penalty. -Curriculum Compactness Lectures belonging to a curriculum should be adjacent to each other (i.e., in consecutive periods). For a given curriculum we account for a violation every time there is one lecture not adjacent to any other lecture within the same day. Each isolated lecture in a curriculum counts as 2 points of penalty. -Room Stability All lectures of a course should be given in the same room.
Each distinct room used for the lectures of a course, beside the first, counts as 1 point of penalty.
Algorithm
The search algorithm consists of several phases: In the first (construction) phase, a complete solution is found using an Iterative Forward Search (IFS) algorithm [4] . This algorithm makes use of Conflict-based Statistics (CBS) [5] to prevent itself from cycling. In the next phase, a local optimum is found using a Hill Climbing (HC) algorithm. Once a solution can no longer be improved using this method, the Great Deluge (GD) technique [1] is used. The GD algorithm is altered so that it allows some oscillations of the bound that is imposed on the overall solution value. Optionally, Simulated Annealing (SA) [2] can also be used between bound oscillations of the GD algorithm.
The search ends after a predetermined time limit has been reached. The best solution found within that limit is returned.
Construction Phase
Initially, a complete solution is found using the Iterative Forward Search algorithm [4] . It starts with all variables being unassigned. During each iteration, an unassigned variable (i.e., a class, or exam) is selected and a value from its domain is assigned to it (assignment of a room and a time). If this causes any violations of hard constraints with existing assignments, the conflicting variables are unassigned. For example, if there is another class in the selected room at the selected time, that class will be unassigned. The search ends when all variables are assigned.
The search is also parametrized by variable and value selection criteria. It first tries to find those variables that are most difficult to assign. A variable is randomly selected among unassigned variables with the smallest ratio of domain size to the number of hard constraints. Other problem-based criteria can be used as well. It then tries to select the best value to assign to the selected variable. A value whose assignment increases the overall cost of the solution the least is selected among values that violate the smallest number of hard constraints (i.e., the number of conflicting variables that need to be unassigned in order to make the problem feasible after assignment of the selected value to the selected variable is minimized). If there is a tie, one of these is selected randomly. It is also possible to completely ignore soft constraints in this phase in order to speed computation of a feasible solution. A value is then selected randomly among values that minimize the number of violated hard constraints.
Conflict-based Statistics [5] is used during this process to prevent repetitive assignments of the same values by memorizing conflicting assignments. Conflictbased Statistics is a data structure that memorizes hard conflicts which have occurred during the search together with their frequency and the assignments that caused them. More precisely, it is an array
This means that the assignment V a = v a has caused a hard conflict c ab times in the past with the assignment V b = v b . Note that this does not imply that the assignments V a = v a and V b = v b cannot be used together in the case of non-binary constraints. In the value selection criterion, each hard conflict is then weighted by its frequency, i.e., by the number of past unassignments of the current value of the conflicting variable caused by the selected assignment.
Hill Climbing Phase
Once a complete solution is found, a Hill Climbing algorithm is used in order to find the local optimum. In each iteration a change in the assignment of the current solution is proposed by random selection from a problem-specific neighborhood. The generated move is only accepted when it does not worsen the overall solution value (i.e., the weighted sum of violated soft constraints). Only changes that do not violate any hard constraints are considered. This rule applies during all phases. Neighbor assignments are also generated consistently throughout all phases. That is, a problem specific neighborhood is selected randomly (with a given probability among the neighborhoods that have been created for the problem) and is used to generate a random change in the current solution.
The hill climbing phase is finished after a specified number HC idle of idle iterations during which a solution has not improved. The parameter HC idle may be defined differently for the problems in the three competition tracks.
Great Deluge Phase
The Great Deluge algorithm [1] uses a bound B that is imposed on the overall value of the current solution that the algorithm is working with. This means that the generated change is only accepted when the value of the solution after an assignment does not exceed the bound. The bound starts at the value B = GD ub · S best where S best is the overall value of the best solution found so far, and GD ub is a problem specific parameter (upper bound coefficient). The bound is decreased after each iteration. This is done by multiplying the bound by a cooling rate
The search continues until the bound reaches a lower limit equal to GD lb at ·S best , where GD lb is a parameter defining lower bound coefficient. When this lower limit is reached, the bound is reset back to its upper limit of GD ub at · S best .
The parameter at is a counter starting at 1. It is increased by one every time the lower limit is reached and the bound increased. It is also reset back to 1 when a previous best solution is improved upon. This helps the solver to widen the search when it cannot find an improvement, allowing it to get out of a deep local minimum.
Simulated Annealing Phase
The Simulated Annealing algorithm [2] is applied using a temperature parameter of T . A generated neighbor assignment is accepted if it does not worsen the overall value of the current solution, or with the following probability
where ∆ is the increase in the overall value of the current solution when a detrimental move is assigned. The temperature T starts at initial value of SA it . It is cooled down (multiplied by cooling rate SA cr ) after each SA cc · T L iterations (SA cc is a cooling coefficient), where T L is an instance specific number (temperature length), computed as the sum of domain sizes of all variables. If the best solution found is not improved after SA rc · SA cc · T L iterations (SA rc is a reheat coefficient), the temperature is increased to
In the case when simulated annealing is used, the great deluge phase is stopped after the bound B reaches its lower limit and control is passed to the simulated annealing phase. Similarly, control is passed from the simulated annealing phase back to hill climbing phase just after the system is reheated (see Figure 1 ). When simulated annealing is not used, control is never passed from the great deluge phase (GD continues immediately after the bound is increased). 
Competition Tracks
Value settings for the algorithm parameters used in each of the three competition tracks are listed in Table 1 . Simulated annealing is not used on the examination timetabling problem for reasons discussed below. As is mentioned above, in the hill climbing, great deluge, and simulated annealing phases, an assignment change (neighbor assignment) is randomly generated from a set of problem specific neighborhoods. Only moves that do not violate any hard constraints are generated. The first step is selection of a neighborhood. This neighborhood is then used to generate a change that is assigned if accepted by the currently used search strategy (HC, GD, or SA). The individual neighborhoods used in each of the tracks are described below.
Track 1: Examination Timetabling
The following neighborhoods are selected with equal probability during examination timetabling. All of the proposed neighborhoods attempt to change an assignment of an exam or to swap the periods and/or rooms of two exams. If a change cannot be made, it systematically searches for an alternate change by selecting the next feasible assignment that follows the initially proposed change (i.e., it tries to use one of the subsequent periods or rooms in the variable's domain in the order they are loaded from the input file) rather than randomly generating and checking some other change.
Exam swap An examination is randomly selected. A new period and room are randomly selected. If there is no (hard) conflict as a result of assigning the selected exam into the new period and room, the new assignment is returned. If there is only one conflicting examination, and it is possible to swap the selected examination with it, such a swap is returned. The following rooms and periods are tried otherwise (all rooms are first considered for the selected period, then for the next period, etc.). Only periods and rooms that are valid for the selected exam are considered.
Period change An examination and a new period are randomly selected. If no conflict results from assigning the selected exam to the new period (keeping its room assignment), the new assignment is returned. The following periods are tried otherwise. The first available period is returned, another neighborhood is tried if no such period can be found.
Room change An examination and a new room are randomly selected. If no conflict results from assigning the selected exam into the new room (keeping its period assignment), the new assignment is returned. The following rooms are tried otherwise.
Period swap An examination and a new period are randomly selected. If just one conflict results from assigning the selected exam to the new period (keeping its room assignment), and it is possible to swap these two exams (each keeping its room assignment and taking the period assignment of the other exam), such a swap is returned. The following periods are tried otherwise.
Room swap An examination and a new room are randomly selected. If just one conflict results from assigning the selected exam into the new room (keeping its period assignment), and it is possible to swap these two exams (each keeping its period assignment and taking the room assignment of the other exam), such a swap is returned. The following rooms are tried otherwise.
Period and room change An examination and a new period are randomly selected. If no conflict results from assigning the selected exam to the new period (into a randomly selected available room), the new assignment is returned. The following periods are tried otherwise.
The examination timetabling solver does not use the simulated annealing phase. Generation of the above described neighbor changes takes much more time than in other tracks due to the complexity of the imposed soft constraints. When combined with the imposed time limit for each instance, various test runs indicated that the time is better spent using only the great deluge approach.
Track 2: Post Enrollment based Course Timetabling
In order to be able to find a complete solution quickly, soft constraints are ignored during the construction phase. Also, unlike in other tracks, it is allowable to assign an event to a time slot without assigning it into a room (e.g., in the case where there is no room available at the proposed time), or to violate a precedence constraint. Both the case of no room assignment and the violation of precedence constraints are treated as soft constraints. The algorithm starts with the weight of these soft constraints being one (overall solution value is the given score plus the weighted sum of violated no-room and precedence constraints), and these weights are increased by one after every 1,000 iterations during which there is no improvement in the number of violations of these constraints. This helps the solver to gradually decrease the number of these violations while it looks for the best solution score.
The following neighborhoods are used during post enrollment based course timetabling (all are selected with the same probability, except of Precedence Swap which is selected with Room Move An event and a new room are selected randomly. If it is possible to reassign the event into the new room while keeping its current time assignment without any conflict, such an assignment is returned. The following rooms are tried otherwise, with the first available room being returned if any are available. Only rooms that are valid for the selected event are considered (i.e., rooms that are of sufficient size and that have all the required features).
Event Move An event is randomly selected. A new time slot and a room are randomly selected. If there is no conflict in assigning the selected event into the new time and room, such an assignment is returned. If there is exactly one event conflicting with the new assignment and it is possible to swap these events, this swap is returned. Otherwise, it tries to use one of the following time slots and rooms (first it keeps the selected time slot and picks another room, then the same with the following time slot, etc.).
Event Swap Two events are randomly selected. If it is possible to swap these two events, such a swap is retuned. Otherwise it tries to swap the times but pick a different room for these events (in a similar way as Room Move).
Precedence Swap This neighborhood tries to decrease the number of violated precedence constraints by reassigning an event into a different time and room. A violated precedence constraint is selected randomly, one of its events (randomly selected) is placed in a different time and room that does not violate the selected constraint. The time and room are picked in the same way as in Event Swap neighborhood. If no time and room can be found for the selected event, an attempt is made to move the other event as well.
Track 3: Curriculum based Course Timetabling
The following neighborhoods are used during the curriculum based course timetabling. All are selected with the same probability, except for Curriculum Compactness Move which is selected with 1 10 the likelihood of the others.
Time Move A period is changed for a randomly selected lecture. The first non-conflicting period after a randomly selected one is used.
Room Move A room is changed for a randomly selected lecture. The first non-conflicting room after a randomly selected one is returned.
Lecture Move A lecture is selected randomly, a new time and room are selected for the lecture. If no conflict results from assigning the selected lecture into the selected time and room, the assignment is returned. If there is another lecture conflicting with the time and room and it is possible to swap these two lectures, this swap is returned. The following times and rooms are tried otherwise. Only times that are available for the course of the selected lecture are considered.
Room Stability Move This neighborhood tries to find a change that decreases the room stability penalty. A course and a room are selected randomly. An attempt is made to assign all lectures of the course into the selected room. If there is already another lecture in the room, it is reassinged to the room of the lecture being moved.
Min Working Days Move
This neighborhood tries to find a change that decreases minimum working days penalty. A course with a positive penalty is selected randomly, a day on which two or more lectures are taught is selected, and one of lectures of that day is moved to a day that the course is not being taught on.
Curriculum Compactness Move
This neighborhood tries to find a change that decreases the curriculum compactness penalty. A curriculum is selected randomly, a lecture that is not adjacent to any other in the curriculum is selected and placed into another available period that has an adjacent lecture in the curriculum (if such placement exists and does not create any conflict). A different room may also be assigned to the lecture if the current one is not available.
Results
The three tables below contain two distinct sets of results for each competition track. The upper portion of each table presents the best solutions found by the author for the early and late problem instances within the given time limit. One hundred runs were made for each instance. All of these results have zero Distance to Feasibility (i.e., a complete feasible solution was found), except for one instance from Track 2 (Post Enrollment based Course Timetabling), see Table 3 for more details. These results were submitted to the competition and were successfully reproduced by the competition organizers. The solver described in this paper was named as a finalist in all three tracks. The bottom portion of each table compares the results of all finalists in each competition track 2 . Here, each solver was executed 10 times by the competition organizers on all of the late, early and hidden instances. The finalists are listed here in order of their final placement. A dash indicates that the solver was unable to find a complete feasible solution in any of the 10 trial runs. Note that only the best recorded scores achieved by the finalists are presented in this section, however, all 10 trial runs made by the organizers on each instance were used to produce the final ordering of the finalists. The column named rank represents the average rank of the solver across all runs and instances. This average rank was used by the organizers to compare the finalists and to name the winner. The solver presented in this paper was named winner of the first track (Examination Timetabling) and the third track (Curriculum based Course Timetabling). It placed 5th in the second track (Post Enrollment based Course Timetabling). A variety of test runs with different settings and changes to neighborhoods were performed in the process of tuning the solver. The above described algorithm and its parameters represent the best achieved results. However, it is likely that there is still plenty of room for optimization of the solver behavior and parameters.
Conclusion
The success of the solver presented here greatly exceeded expectations of what could be achieved applying the same hybrid algorithm to all three tracks of the competition. In doing so, however, it has given some validation to the concept of creating a general solution framework for solving a wide class of problems. This is important to the development of practical solution approaches that do not need to be specifically tailored to the individual problem instance. Since the presented approach is built on a framework and techniques that are currently being used to solve real, large-scale course timetabling problems, the results are also helpful in evaluating the potential effectiveness of the solver for a wider range of applications.
For more information about the presented solver, including source code, please visit http://www.unitime.org/itc2007. It is hoped that solver descriptions of other participants of this competition (preferably also including their source code) will be made publically available in the near future, so that anyone interested in solving similar course and examination timetabling problems can make his/her own evaluation of applicability of the techniques used in this competition for his/her particular problem.
